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Thank you for the opportunity to provide a written statement for the record of the hearing
on Equitable Algorithms: Examining Ways to Reduce AI Bias in Financial Services with The
Task Force on Artificial Intelligence. My name is Brenda Leong, and I am Senior Counsel and
Director of AI and Ethics at the Future of Privacy Forum (FPF). FPF thanks the Task Force
Chair and Ranking Member for convening this hearing, and for working to address the privacy
and civil liberties challenges of the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning-based
applications in financial services products and services, and specifically how to protect those
systems from the impacts of undesired or unintended bias.
We submit this statement to:
•

Observe that automated decision-making is not new in the financial services sector, and
that AI-powered programs and services remain subject to the regulatory and compliance
structures in place to protect consumers,

•

Describe beneficial ways that financial institutions are using AI to gain efficiencies or
add capabilities: to combat fraud, extend credit to traditionally underserved individuals,
improve internal research and analysis and customer service functions,

•

Identify several factors that can present fairness and equity concerns that are unique or
heightened by processing within an AI or Machine Learning-based system, and to

•

Identify the technical, policy, regulatory and legislative actions that can help mitigate risk
and bias from the use of these systems.
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About Future of Privacy Forum:
FPF is a nonprofit organization that serves as a catalyst for privacy leadership and
scholarship, advancing principled data practices in support of emerging technologies. We believe
that the power of information technology is a net benefit to society, and that it can be wellmanaged to control risks and offer the best protections and empowerment to consumers and
individuals.
FPF has a substantial portfolio of work regarding the privacy, bias, and fairness issues
surrounding Artificial Intelligence (AI), across many industry applications. We analyze policy
proposals and provide feedback to policymakers. We speak with stakeholders – including leaders
from the corporate, public sector, and non-profit communities – to exchange best practices and
knowledge regarding machine learning models. After an extensive development process, we
published Privacy Expert’s Guide to AI and Machine Learning,1 and created a continuously
updated set of resources for Ethics, Governance and Compliance news and guides,2 and Artificial
Intelligence and Robotics Publications.3 These references comprise a compendium of
information for those seeking guidance and updated analysis of the various challenges of
machine learning applications in a variety of contexts, focusing on the challenges in common
across industries.
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I.

Introduction
Artificial Intelligence technology continues to evolve and appear in new contexts in the

financial services sector. There are several main uses and functions that benefit from AI,
including: Trading Algorithms, Digital Identity Verification, Credit Scoring, Process
Automation, Fraud Detection, and Anti-Money Laundering. New applications are being
considered all the time for both “back office” functions and in consumer-facing opportunities.
There are, however, specific concerns about the privacy protections needed for the
responsible use of this expanding technology, particularly in a highly regulated area such as
financial services companies. In this sector more than any other, trust in the fair and equitable
impacts of AI is critical to creating a foundation of protections for personal data. Concerns
around bias must be carefully understood and managed to ensure appropriate policy and
regulatory controls.
II.

AI and Machine Learning Are Being Used and Considered for a Variety of
Beneficial Applications in Financial Services
“Artificial Intelligence” has become a catch-all phrase used to describe automated

systems of all kinds. But it is important when considering consumer risks, as well as regulatory
approaches, that the technology be specific and defined.4 Machine Learning (ML) is the primary
type of AI in use or being considered for Financial Services Applications, but not every form of
AI is based on Machine Learning. AI includes natural language processing, much robotic process
automation, machine learning, and within ML, the use of neural networks.
In the financial services industry – including commercial banks, retail banks, stock
brokers, insurance companies, and others – AI is being incorporated in a variety of products and
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services. These may include setting interest rates for mortgages, savings accounts, and student
loans; recommendations for approving or rejecting credit card and loan applications; and offering
or setting the terms for insurance policies. One common use across various parts of the Financial
Services industry is fraud prediction and prevention. AI powers the “RegTech” or regulatory
technology that allows banking firms to stay in compliance with “Know Your Customer”
requirements and Anti-Money Laundering regulations.5 AI is also used for identity verification
(device fingerprinting; personal logins), and interacting with virtual assistants6, such as “chat
bots” that help consumers set up an account, access help, or even provide long term investment
strategy advice.7
Despite this extensive list, however, AI is used to a more limited degree in the Financial
Services sector than many people might expect. Even in back office functions (predicting server
down times; tracking data usage and flow; and staff management) where AI is used for improved
process, efficiency, and accuracy, financial institutions most commonly keep people in the loop,
using the system recommendations as an input to a human’s final review or decision. These
organizations broadly realize that there is still much uncertainty as to impact of these models, in
both practical, and legislative compliance related aspects. Many have determined that the
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maturity of these systems is such that while much may be implemented internally,8 client facing
features must be adopted slowly and carefully.
Other fintech areas where AI is being tested or considered include:
-

Character recognition systems for medium term note issuance – this allows analysis
and sharing of output data faster, more reliably
Wire transfer processing
Contract review (language search and analysis) – where the system is trained for
targeted language and then processed for faster review and more consistent products

And like any business in any industry, fintech organizations may employ ML-based systems for
HR processing; employee monitoring; machine monitoring; facility access; and cyber security.
Much of this is not new. Financial service providers have long engaged statistical and
probability models as well as predictive analytics to forecast performance and evaluate risk.
Now, with the inclusion of larger and more complex databases, and the availability of new
methods of analysis, many fintech firms deploy extremely complex algorithms to predict the
ROI, profitability, and repayment risks. Automation may be able to provide objective analysis
using model-based assessments of a borrower’s creditworthiness with the ability to better control
for bias than traditional reviews subject to the limits of the human reviewer(s). At scale, the
application of learning algorithms in credit markets may allow firms to consider nontraditional
data in assessing creditworthiness and potentially integrate historically excluded individuals,
expanding access to credit to the unbanked in the United States, as well as individuals globally
who lack access to financial services.9
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Some early examples of fintech firms promising to better integrate underserved
communities were those who introduced digital money transfer services, the equivalent of cash
exchanges (most familiarly using app platforms such as Venmo) as well as platforms that offered
digitally distributed credit application functions. Facilitating cash exchanges provides
opportunities for those who lack access to conventional banks with personal checking and
savings accounts. And expanding credit markets by using sophisticated algorithms may increase
the opportunities to offer credit – a necessary step for financial growth.10 These services do also
raise related concerns, including transparency and accountability on the part of the fintech
organizations, along with the social impacts of determining “fairness” in credit markets and
interest rates, marketing techniques, and structuring of credit products.11 Many consumer
advocates remain cautious. Even though “exclusionary and predatory” credit market practices are
legally prohibited, discriminatory processes and inequitable outcomes persist.12 Given the fears
of exploitation and abuse of unbanked communities and higher risk credit applicants, plans for
market expansion based on automated decision-making should be carefully considered.13
Automated decision-making processes in the financial services sector are built upon the
combination of massive data built on the past and the freshest data from today. This means that
decision-making algorithms can be "adversely trained" or taught to make sub-optimal decisions
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based upon short term variations in macro-economic forecasts, micro-economic trends, and local
consumer consumption patterns. Without constant and effective monitoring of the performance
of automated decision systems, such a system for approval of mortgage applications could be
"adversely trained" to recommend approvals for applicants from areas with a higher income than
other areas, even if that area has not historically been an area of high wealth or credit potential.
Offering differential mortgage approvals based upon trends that adversely train AI systems is
one form of undesirable biases resulting in disparate impacts.
III.

Bias in Machine Learning Algorithms is a Complicated Problem, Implicating
Fairness and Equality of Opportunities and Outcomes
Systems historically run and managed by people demonstrate biases that are well

documented. As recently as 2017, data from the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act showed that:
10.1 percent of Asian applicants were denied a conventional loan. By
comparison, just 7.9 percent of white applicants were denied.
●
19.3 percent of Black borrowers and 13.5 percent of Hispanic borrowers
were turned down for a conventional loan.14
●

Loan denial rates for some ethnic groups are far higher than the average denial rate of 9.6
percent. These results are from processes that did not rely on the use of AI.
For financial services institutions transitioning to digital systems, bias is a concern in
almost every application, including algorithms to review loan applications, trade securities,
predict financial markets, identify prospective employees, and assess potential customers.
Addressing sources of system bias – that is, inequalities in either inputs, outputs, analysis
processes, or settings and error rates that result in “unfair” recommendations – are an on-going
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challenge in ML-based models in general.15 The technology to evaluate models for system bias is
advancing at the same time, but not always at the same pace, and so constant review and
oversight is essential for any automated decision-making system, particularly those with legal or
personally impactful outcomes.16
Discrimination regarding the impacts on any legally protected class is prohibited under
the US Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974.17 But bias clearly impacts outcomes in many
systems, both those based on human decisions, and those relying on algorithmic
recommendations. A 2018 study conducted at UC Berkeley found that both traditional face-toface decisions and those made by machine learning systems charged Latinx/African-American
borrowers interest rates that were 6-9 basis points higher.18 The higher rate equates to these
borrowers paying $250-$500 million per year in extra mortgage interest. However, the
automated system did offer recommendations for loan approval to a broader percentage of
minority applicants. The study concluded that algorithms had not fixed existing discrimination,
but may have shifted the mode in the sense that more applicants were able to find financing at
all.
Part of the challenge of automating these systems is that the biases from the patterns of
the past are all too easily embedded in the automation of the present and future. While ML and
AI are technologies thought of as completely “other” from human thinking, they are so far still
always based on algorithms and models created by people. Thus, these algorithms are prone to
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incorporating the biases of their designers, as well as the biases of the systems they’re designed
to serve, because the only data available to train them already reflects decades or even centuries
of inequality. Because AI algorithms learn from data, any historical partiality in an
organization’s data can quickly create biased AI that bases decisions on inherently unfair
datasets.19
These human biases exist in all industries and fields. Research has shown that judges’
decisions are influenced by their own personal characteristics, while employers grant interviews
at different rates to candidates with identical resumes but with names perceived to reflect
different races.20 Humans also routinely misinterpret information that they may identify as
representing patterns of correlation.21 Employment applications are sometimes reviewed to
consider credit histories in ways that unfairly disadvantage minority groups, even though a link
between credit history and job performance has not been established. Human-run processes are
also difficult to review for consistency or reliability. People who self-report are frequently
imprecise, whether deliberately or not, about the factors they considered, or may not even be
aware of the various influences on their thinking.
Thus, training data is a part of the problem. Huge amounts of training data are required to
train ML-based systems to any usable degree, but if this data comes from existing biased
processes, the datasets created will reflect those inequities, and it will train the model such that
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its recommendations will reflect those historical biases.22 Consider if AI might be used by a
company to set starting salaries for new hires. One of the inputs would certainly be salary
history, but given the well-documented history of sexism in corporate compensation levels, that
data could import gender bias into the calculations.23
A key problem for resolving the challenge presented by biased algorithms is identifying
where the sources of bias arise. For simple algorithms based upon linear models, outcomes
suggesting a disparate impact could be traced back to the sources of bias in the data, or the model
components or the computations that led to that outcome. However, the greater complexity of
ML models, which reflect thousands of variables and complex programming techniques like
neural networks, make it unlikely that even the original programmers can say assuredly what the
factors or interactions at fault might be. This is the problem of “explainability” and relates to the
transparency of ML systems for review and evaluation.24
A further complication is that AI algorithms are by definition evolving. Unlike a static
computer program, they “learn” and change over time. Initially, an algorithm creates
recommendations using the process as refined on the training and testing datasets available at
launch. Then based on the application of the model to real data, the system will continue to adapt
its functioning, reflecting the continued processing of the increasing amounts of data. As the
system gains experience in the form of more and more data, it further refines its connections and
pattern analysis. These changes do not require human intervention to edit the code, but are
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modifications made by the model to its own programming. In some cases, this evolution can
introduce or strongly reinforce an undesired bias.25
Even in systems that do not collect or use data that includes sensitive or protected class
fields such as race or gender, bias relative to these traits can occur. This is due to data “proxies”
– fields that strongly correlate with other factors such that the patterns identified using them will
result in outcomes that impact along those protected categories. The most commonly used
example is the fact that zip codes frequently turn out to be a proxy for socio-economic status,
race, and sometimes even general employment categories. Thus, if the system at issue is
searching for patterns to define fraud scoring risk levels, it can end up scoring some racial groups
at higher levels, despite never having had access to data about their race.
Organizations using these systems must continuously test the adoption of proxies within
the model, that is, outputs that align along discriminatory lines, regardless of original design or
intent. Not only test for but also be willing to discard models that exhibit proxies with disparate
outcomes.
However, the way AI works for analysis and pattern recognition means algorithms can
also be part of the solution. In some cases, AI can be applied to identify, and then reduce,
humans’ misinterpretation of patterns. Some experiments show that algorithms can impact
decision making in a way that causes it to become fairer when measured across identified
classes.26 One study resulted in automated financial underwriting systems benefitting historically
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underserved applicants.27 Recommendations made by AI could be analyzed and audited by other
AI systems for more accurate understanding of their consistency, reliability, and potential bias.
IV.

How Can Bias Be Managed in Financial Services AI Using Technological and
Governance Solutions?
Artificial Intelligence can be a pain point for the Financial Services sector, but it can be

managed through both conventional governance tools and by using other technological tools to
expose and mitigate algorithmically driven biases. For example, governance tools can include
careful use of contractors’ expertise and managerial attention to employee’s attitudes towards
uses of AI.
A survey of professionals in the financial services industry sought to identify the primary
areas they felt could be, or had been, improved with AI systems. Higher accuracy, greater
consistency, and reduced processing times were some of the most significant benefits of AI
technology across the backoffice applications.28 In the same study, most individuals preferred a
contracted model where the financial services provider would partner with an outside provider to
manage their AI technology systems. This reflects the recognition that AI technology requires
particular expertise to implement and manage. In-house capabilities are unlikely to be
sufficiently sophisticated for the maturity of increasingly complex AI platforms and models.
This perspective is likely to be correct, as any AI algorithm can have bias: in the data, in
the model design, or creeping into it “in the wild” (i.e. in applications with real life data and
situations). Trained AI programmers and designers are likely necessary to proactively look for
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and identify bias, correct for it, then ensure future processing outputs are fairer. Unfortunately,
there is no one best or proven way to do this evaluation for every case. Research is progressing
by academics and industry research and development to find ways to accomplish this analysis.
These questions are an example of a broad framework for ways to check for systematic bias:29
1.
Are any identifiable groups suffering from systematic data error?
2.
Has any group been ignored, or underrepresented?
3.
Are groups represented proportionally, particularly along protected class
categories?
4.
Are there enough features to sufficiently include minority groups?
5.
Is the model using or creating factors that are proxies?
6.
Are there stereotyping features?
7.
Is the model appropriate for the underlying use case?
8.
Is the output accuracy similar for all groups? (Are predictions skewed any
identifiable subsets or groups?
9.
Is the model optimizing all required metrics?
There are other ways to design or describe useful frameworks, with similar
considerations for the analysis and reviews. This set of recommendations is another way to
consider what the model impact is.30 By creating alternative groups to simulate protected classes,
and reviewing factors to ensure these groups have equal predictive values and equality across
false positive and false negative rates, it is possible to detect and potentially measure bias in your
AI.
1. Ensure all data groups have an equal probability of being assigned to the favorable
outcome for a protected/sensitive class.
2. Ensure all groups of a protected/sensitive class have equal positive predictive value.
3. Ensure all groups of a protected/sensitive class have predictive equality for false positive
and false negative rates.
4. Maintain an equalized odds ratio, opportunity ratio and treatment equality.
5. Minimize the average odds difference and error rate difference.
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Explainability of these systems in a way that is sufficient to satisfy everyone from regulators, to
consumers, and industry experts will remain challenging.31
There are other tools and solutions that can be applied to the datasets as well. Statistical
analysis tools like aggregation, masking records or fields, injecting “noise” into datasets, blurring
and perturbations are all ways to manipulate the data to both provide protection for individual
data, and to improve the evaluative accuracy of the dataset as a whole.
Differential privacy and synthetic data are also options. Synthetic data, while still in its
early stages, shows promise for many of the challenges for correcting historically biased data.
Synthetic data is a generated dataset of fake individual records that sufficiently represent the
scale and scope of actual data to be useful for many of the analysis functions that do not reflect
upon specific individuals or impact individual accounts. The synthetic datasets can be can
optimized for accuracy, to mirror as closely as possible the details of actual data, but they can
also be optimized for less bias. There are always tradeoffs for these types of optimization, in this
case, a likely loss of some accuracy or functionality. However, the balance of accuracy and
fairness can be managed to ensure that the resulting dataset is sufficient for internal sharing,
access management, research, and modeling – this keeps risk lower with minimal numbers of
individuals having access to “real” customer data. This type of artificial data might be sufficient
for designing user interfaces or testing for accessibility from third party platforms.
V.

What Actions Could be Taken in the Legal and Regulatory Environment?
There are times when discussing legal and regulatory standards for AI and ML-based

systems when the concerns and arguments expressed imply we are starting from some sort of
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blank slate, and that when the challenges of bias in these systems become apparent, we must
immediately take targeted action to prevent harm. But in fact, AI systems operate in the same
regulated world that exists for other technology platforms.
Since the civil rights movement of the 1960s, there have been claims against the financial
services industry that institutions treated some individuals less favorably than others. Once the
civil rights laws established “protected classes” for particular oversight, the focus was on
discrimination affecting individuals in those classes. In 1971, the term “disparate impact” was
first used in the Supreme Court case Griggs v. Duke Power Company. The Court ruled that it
was illegal for a company to rely on factors which were shown to unfairly favor white applicants
to make hiring or promotion decisions, whether or not the discrimination was intentional.32 This
lack of intent is still applicable – and any AI systems that yield recommendations that
demonstrate a disparate impact on protected classes would still be illegal.
In addition to intent, more recent cases have made disparate impact claims that focus on
the effect, instead of the intention, of lending policies. The Supreme Court ruling in Texas
Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project affirmed the
use of the disparate impact theory based on outcomes. In this case a statistical analysis of
housing patterns showed that a tax credit program resulted in effective segregation by race.33
Affirming disparate impact should be a flag for technology and compliance managers in
financial services. An algorithm that inadvertently disadvantages a protected class continues to
be unacceptable under existing laws.
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Other current laws and regulations still apply as well, including the general laws against
unfair or misleading trade practices, labor and employment laws, applicable privacy laws, as well
as the entire regulatory structure around financial services in particular. Therefore, taking new
action to legislate AI specifically should be approached with caution.
As discussed in earlier sections, there are developing best practices for overall AI fairness
implications. These emergin AI governance practices and standards should be the baseline of any
further guidance. However, AI risk-benefit comparisons are vastly different depending on
context and application, and it is impossible to consider that any one rule could successfully
address bias concerns across the entire range of use cases. It is possible that some level of
legislative guidance would be appropriate in the new digital environment of automated decision
making using these complex systems, but if so, the most effective would likely be based on
protecting the underlying values and principles34 at issue rather than seeking to set detailed
technical standards or create performance rules that could easily be avoided or outdated in a
short time.
VI.

Conclusion:
Financial services organizations have the responsibility, both legally and ethically, to

treat their customers, whether other businesses or individuals, fairly and equally. As more
players in this industry employ AI systems in more use cases, it is incumbent on them to ensure
that their algorithms are fair and explainable.
Similar challenges regarding new technology applications have been faced before. From
wiretapping phones, to accessing the contents of emails, consumer protection laws have had to
address the issues around particular technology platforms and determine how best to provide
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appropriate levels of privacy and security for individuals, protect their interests as consumers,
and also facilitate business models that provide useful features and services.35 These historical
examples reflect the ongoing need to determine the appropriate balance of technological, legal,
and policy standards and protections, along with the underlying threshold question of whether
some applications, or some use cases, are simply too high risk to implement regardless of
perceived benefits.
AI systems offer many potential benefits, including the opportunity to improve on biased
human systems, and to increase fairness and equality at scale, but to do so there must be
appropriate accountability across developers and users for their impacts, and clear evaluations of
how these models are applied or used in ways that affect individuals. How we face these
challenges will determine how we move further into the conveniences of a digital world, while
continuing to embrace our fundamental ideals of personal liberty and freedom.
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